I Ate This: A Photo-based Food Journaling System with Expert Feedback

Abstract
What we eat is one of the most frequent and important health decisions we make in daily life, yet it remains notoriously difficult to capture and understand. Effective food journaling is thus a grand challenge in personal health informatics. In this paper we describe a system for food journaling called I Ate This, which is inspired by the Remote Food Photography Method (RFPM). I Ate This is simple: you use a smartphone app to take a photo and give a very basic description of any food or beverage you are about to consume. Later, a qualified dietician will evaluate your photo, giving you feedback on how you did and where you can improve. The aim of I Ate This is to provide a convenient, visual and reliable way to help users learn from their eating habits and nudge them towards better choices each and every day. Ultimately, this incremental approach can lead to long-term behaviour change. Our goal is to bring RFPM to a wider audience, through APIs that can be incorporated into other apps.
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Introduction

Food choices are among the most frequent and important health decisions in daily life. Recording and providing feedback on these choices can be effective in prompting people to be more mindful of the quality and quantity of foods they consume. This can be crucial to support a variety of health goals, including: weight loss, healthier eating, identifying allergies, detecting deficiencies and diabetes control. Smartphone apps have made food journaling and feedback accessible to many people. They allow users to search for components of a meal against a food database, enter portion information, and journal calories and other nutritional information relative to a daily goal. MyFitnessPal1 and FatSecret2 are among the most popular apps in this category. Many apps incorporate features such as custom recipes, shortcuts to commonly eaten foods and barcode scanning to make entry easier. This data allows apps to provide real-time, personalised feedback on performance to either reinforce current behaviour or highlight areas for improvement.

However, manual logging of foods and calories counting, even on smartphones, requires a high level of engagement and is burdensome for most people [2][5]. Another issue is inaccurate and misleading results owing to difficulty finding appropriate entries in food databases, unreliable entries in those databases and difficulty estimating portions [4]. Studies suggest that journaled calories can be out by as much as 20 – 50% [7]. These issues detract from the benefits and impact of food journaling and also result in poor adoption and adherence. One study found that only 3% of 190,000 downloads of a food-journal app resulted in a person using the mobile food journal for more than one week [6].

While food journaling is not making a huge societal impact, photographing meals and sharing the images on social media is a growing phenomenon 1. Across sites like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Flickr, photos with food-related tags are among the most frequent and popular posts, and have grown exponentially in recent years. A new generation of apps such as Burple3, FoodSpotting4 and SnapDish5 are specifically dedicated to photographing and sharing food. Photo-based food journaling allows for rapid and easy capture that lowers the barrier and levels the playing field for journaling any meal type [3]. With traditional journaling methods, packaged or fast foods are easiest to log, whereas home cooked or and certain mixed dishes are more challenging.

Most existing photo-based food journaling approaches attempt to go a step beyond just capturing and present-
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1https://www.myfitnesspal.com/
2https://www.fatsecret.com/
3http://blog.burple.com/
4http://www.foodspotting.com/find/in/Singapore
5http://snapdish.co/
ing food images for reflection. They process the image to provide qualitative or quantitative evaluations of the type, amount and nutritional values of food or beverages. This is a complex task for which a range of automated, semi-automated and manual approaches have been proposed. Standard methods of image segmentation and pattern classification perform poorly in food recognition problems [9]. Deep learning algorithms have recently emerged as a powerful image recognition technique [8]. Using vast amounts of data, these algorithms are capable of learning complex representations of images through training to extract the most discriminating features. While these approaches perform better in food recognition than standard methods, they are still in their infancy. The goal is for these algorithms to learn from every image they see and continually improve their accuracy across all food categories. For now, however, automated food recognition and evaluation is not sufficiently accurate for real world use.

Thus, I Ate This offers expert evaluation of food photos and coaching. By using technology, these services replace, and are cheaper than face-to-face consultation. Studies show that this kind of remote but personal counselling is a critical component of successful web-based health management programs [1].

**System Description**

I Ate This is a photo-based food journaling system invented by Holmusk 6. The system was devised through extensive literature search, usability studies, and consultation with dietitians, behavioural scientists, health educators and UX experts. I Ate This encompasses both a smartphone frontend for users to capture and review food photos, and a back office system for dietitians to evaluate and provide feedback to users based on those photos. The system is built
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6http://www.holmusk.com
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with APIs that can easily be integrated into other web and mobile apps to support food journaling and feedback. The basic flow of the system is shown in Figure 3.

**Lightweight Capture**

The I Ate This interface for capturing food photos builds on previous research demonstrating the value of a lightweight photo-based interface to support food-related goals. After taking the photo, the user is required to enter a basic text description naming any food, drink or dish in the photo. While the user can enter any text, the task is made simpler through tag suggestions that appear as the user types. Additional optional inputs include: Qualitative description of the portion size (small, medium or large); time and location.
meta-data for the photo; user self-rating of the food or drink on a 5-point scale (Very Unhealthy to Very Healthy).

**Expert Evaluation**

The *I Ate This* back office system is designed to assist dietitians in evaluating photos and providing feedback to users. A dietitian can log into the system to view a photostream of ‘pending’ and ‘scored’ submissions. Clicking on any photo brings up the evaluation screen for that submission. It also shows the other submissions by that user, organised by date. The evaluation interface breaks down the task of evaluating photos into three major steps:

1. **Match:** In this step the dietitian has to match the photo to one or more food or beverage entries in Holmusk’s nutrition database and estimate portions for those matches.

2. **Tag:** This step allows the dietitian to tag the photo with traffic light symbols to indicate: Good Carb/Poor Carb, Good Protein/Poor Protein, High Sugar/Low Sugar etc. In addition to these tags, an estimate of the number of Fruit and Vegetable servings is also assigned to the photo.

3. **Score:** The final step is to score the photo on a 5-point scale from Very Unhealthy to Very Healthy. This scale is equivalent to the one for user self-rating. A dietitian uses all available information, in addition to their knowledge and experience, to assign this score.

**Feedback**

The *I Ate This* system is unique in supporting two levels of feedback:

1. Quantitative feedback- The database matches assigned to photos by dietitians allows nutrition information to be aggregated and analysed algorithmically to provide automated alerts and insights. For example, a user can be alerted if intake of salt, sugar or calories in a given day exceeds recommendations.

2. Qualitative feedback- *I Ate This* emphasises personalised feedback and encouragement and not just detailed analytics. This is delivered through easy-to-understand tags and scores, and in-app message exchanges with the dietitian. Much of this feedback is
linked to individual dietitians who have profiles (complete with photos) on the system.

3. Automated feedback- I Ate This can be integrated with data from Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) devices such as Dexcom, Medtronic CGM, Abbott’s and FreeStyle Libre. Logged meal or drink photos are then tagged according to their precise effect on blood glucose levels. For example, foods that lead to out of range glucose values are overlaid with a red marker. Those that have little effect on blood glucose, leading to stable, in-range values are overlaid with a green marker. This offers a very simple and visual way for people with diabetes to use information from their past meals to more accurately manage those same foods in the future.

Conclusion
By bringing the Remote Food Photography method to a wider audience, The I Ate This addresses an important gap in DIY and personal health informatics: a convenient, visual and meaningful way to log food. The feedback component is highly flexible and can support different models e.g. crowd sourced evaluation. In some applications, fully automated evaluations are also possible. For example, we are currently integrating The I Ate This with Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) devices to colour code people’s food photos according to their effects on blood levels (in-range or out of range). We’re also building a database of restaurant meals that would allow them to be logged easily without needing to take a photograph. The user can be guided to relevant menu items based on location. This approach offers huge potential for a community of users to learn about the impact of food choices. Ultimately, our goals is to validate the The I Ate This system in helping diabetes patients to better manage their condition.
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